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Small Business Renewal Options 

 
If your current health insurance policy is not grandfathered but was in effect prior to 2014, your plan is 

considered a transitional or “grandmothered” policy.  In Feb, HHS extended the transitional relief allowing 
grandmothered plans to continue to renew up until December 31, 2017.  However, many carriers decided to end 
grandmothering or priced these plans higher than the new ACA age banded policies. 

So what does that mean for you?  Most likely a substantial rate increase.  For companies with under 50 FTE’s, 
the ACA policies are true community rates.  Your claims are pooled with every business type in our rating area.  If 
your company experienced a bad claims year, the good news is your claims are spread out over the entire population.  
However, if your claims are below average, you are over-paying to subsidize everyone else.  Typically companies 
with decent claims history will experience the largest rate increases with age band policies due to this reason.  

A solution for many is exploring level funded plans.  The “level” in level funding refers to the fact that you pay a 
level or steady fee (premium) each month as determined by the carrier.  The plans are fully integrated with 
individual and aggregate stop-loss insurance.  Individual stop-loss will kick in if a covered member exceeds a certain 
dollar amount in claims.  Aggregate stop-loss will be active at a certain dollar amount for all claims.  After you pay 
your level monthly fee for a year, your carrier will compare what you’ve paid with the actual claims and refund you 
a portion of the difference (in some cases all, depending upon your carrier).  If your claims exceed what you paid, 
you don’t owe the carrier any additional monies and your renewal premium is based 100% on your employees’ 
claims (similar to workers comp). 
	


